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Abstract. There is a growing interest in languages that combine proba-
bilistic models with logic to represent complex domains involving uncer-
tainty. Causal probabilistic logic (CP-logic), which has been designed to
model causal processes, is such a probabilistic logic language. This paper
investigates inference algorithms for CP-logic; these are crucial for devel-
oping learning algorithms. It proposes a new CP-logic inference method
based on contextual variable elimination and compares this method to
variable elimination and to methods based on binary decision diagrams.

1 Introduction

Formalisms from the field of Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) com-
bine concepts from two fields, uncertainty theory and (first-order) logic,
to model complex worlds that cannot be represented by using techniques
from one of these fields alone. SRL uses uncertainty theory to express
the uncertainty that is present in everyday life, while it employs logic to
represent complex relations between the objects in the world.

Fast inference algorithms are key to the success of SRL. Inference
speed is not only important while answering probabilistic queries, but
it is also crucial for developing fast parameter and structure learning
algorithms [1]. Uncertainty theory and logic each have their own specific
set of inference algorithms. SRL models can be queried by performing
both types of inference sequentially [2–4]. However, as the field matured,
more efficient solutions have been presented in which the two are more
interleaved, that is, logic inference is used while performing probabilistic
inference and not only as a preprocessing step [5–7].

In this paper, we focus on the SRL language CP-logic [8], which is
a language that has been designed to model causal processes. Since CP-
logic was introduced, several inference algorithms have been proposed
for (a subset of) CP-logic. This paper proposes a new CP-logic inference
method, which more closely integrates logic an probabilistic inference.



The method is based on Poole and Zhang’s Contextual Variable Elimina-
tion (CVE) [9]. CVE is a Bayesian network (BN) inference algorithm that
extends traditional Variable Elimination (VE) [10] by factorizing each
factor in the factor representation of the BN further into a product of
so-called confactors. This confactor representation compactly represents
both the logical and probabilistic component of a (ground) CP-logic the-
ory. By exploiting this compact representation, CVE can be orders of
magnitude faster than VE on a given inference task.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the basic
notions behind CP-logic. Section 3 presents an overview of the known CP-
logic inference techniques. We introduce CP-logic inference by means of
CVE in Section 4. Section 5 presents an experimental comparison among
the different inference methods. We end with a conclusion and a number
of directions for future work in Section 6.

2 CP-Logic

In many applications, the goal is to model the probability distribution of
a set of random variables that are related by a causal process, that is, the
variables interact through a sequence of non-deterministic or probabilistic
events. Causal probabilistic logic (CP-logic) [8] is a probabilistic logic
modeling language that can model such processes. The model takes the
form of a CP-logic theory (CP-theory), which is a set of CP-events in
which each event is represented as a rule of the following form:

(h1 : α1) ∨ . . . ∨ (hn : αn)← b1, . . . , bm.

with hi atoms, bi literals, and αi causal probabilities; 0 < αi ≤ 1,
∑
αi ≤

1. We call the set of all (hi : αi) the head of the event, and the conjunction
of literals bi the body. If the body of a CP-event evaluates to true, then
the event will happen and cause at most one of the head atoms to become
true; the probability that the event causes hi is given by αi (if

∑
αi < 1,

it is also possible that nothing is caused).
It is part of the semantics [8] of CP-logic that each rule independently

of all other rules makes one of its head atoms true when triggered. CP-
logic is therefore particularly suited for describing models that contain a
number of independent stochastic events or causal processes.



Example. The CP-theory

shops(john) : 0.2← . (c1)
shops(mary) : 0.9← . (c2)

(spaghetti : 0.5) ∨ (steak : 0.5)← shops(john). (c3)
(spaghetti : 0.3) ∨ (fish : 0.7)← shops(mary). (c4)

models the situation that John and his partner Mary may independently
decide to go out to buy food for dinner. The causal probability associated
with each meal indicates the probability that the fact that John (respec-
tively Mary) goes shopping causes that particular meal to be bought.

It may be tempting to interpret the CP-theory parameters as the
conditional probability of the head atom given the body, e.g., based on
event c4, one may conclude that Pr(spaghetti |shops(mary)) = 0.3, but
this is incorrect. The correct value is 0.3 + 0.2 · 0.5 · 0.7 = 0.37 since
Mary buys spaghetti with probability 0.3, but there is also a probability
of 0.2 · 0.5 · 0.7 that the spaghetti is bought by John (0.2 · 0.5) and not by
Mary (0.7). Thus, for head atoms that occur in multiple events, the math-
ematical relationship between the CP-theory parameters and conditional
probabilities is somewhat complex, but it is not unintuitive. The mean-
ing of the causal probabilities in the events is quite simple: they reflect
the probability that the body causes the head to become true. This is
different from the conditional probability, but among the two, the former
is the more natural one to express. Indeed, the former is local knowledge:
an expert can estimate the probability that shops(mary) causes spaghetti
without considering any other possible causes for spaghetti.

CP-logic is closely related to other probabilistic logics such as ProbLog
[11], Independent Choice Logic (ICL) [12], Programming in Statistical
Modelling (PRISM) [13], and Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs) [2]. Meert
et al. [1] compares CP-logic to these other formalisms.

3 Known CP-Theory Inference Methods

Probabilistic inference in the context of SRL is the process of comput-
ing the conditional probability Pr(q|e), with q the query atom and e
a conjunction of literals, which is known as the evidence. The example
from the previous section, which illustrated how to compute Pr(spaghetti
|shops(mary)), is as such an example of probabilistic inference.

A simple general probabilistic inference method for CP-logic is to
directly apply the process semantics of CP-logic as defined by Vennekens
et al. [8]. This is, however, not a computationally efficient method and



faster alternatives have been proposed in the mean time. These alternative
methods are discussed in the following sections.

3.1 Variable Elimination

Blockeel and Meert [14, 1] propose a transformation that can transform
any acyclic CP-theory with a finite Herbrand universe into a particular
BN, which they call the Equivalent Bayesian Network (EBN) of the CP-
theory. Based on this transformation, CP-theory inference is performed
by first transforming the CP-theory into its EBN and by subsequently
running a traditional BN inference algorithm, such as Variable Elimina-
tion (VE) [10] on the EBN to answer the probabilistic query.

In this section, we recall the transformation procedure. (For the proof
of correctness we refer to Blockeel and Meert [14]). We only consider
ground CP-theories, so a non-ground CP-theory must be grounded first.
The following three steps construct the EBN of a ground CP-theory
(Fig. 1 shows the resulting EBN for the “shopping” example):

1. Create for every atom in the CP-theory a so-called atom node in the
EBN, and for every event a so-called choice node. Next, create for
each event in the CP-theory the following edges. Create for every
head atom of the event an edge from the event’s choice node towards
the atom’s atom node, and for every literal in the event’s body an
edge from the literal’s atom node towards the event’s choice node.

2. A choice node can take n + 1 values, where n is the number of head
atoms in the CP-event that it represents. It takes the value i if the ith

head atom is chosen by the probabilistic process. It takes the value 0
if none of the head atoms is chosen (this can happen if

∑
αi < 1). The

node’s CPT is filled out as follows. Given that the body of the event
is true, the probability that the node takes the value i 6= 0 is precisely
the causal probability αi given in the event’s head. The probability
that it takes the value 0 is equal to 1−∑

αi. If the body is not true,
then the choice node takes the value 0 with probability 1.0.

3. An atom node is a Boolean node of which the CPT represents the
deterministic OR function of the different ways in which the atom
can be caused by a CP-event.

3.2 ProbLog

This section explains how to perform CP-theory inference by transforming
the CP-theory into ProbLog [5], which is a probabilistic programming



shops(john)

c4c3

spaghettisteak fish

shops(mary)

c1 c2

c3, c4

sp 0, 0 0, 1 0, 2 1, 0 1, 1 1, 2 2, 0 2, 1 2, 2
F 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
T 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0

s(m)
c4 F T
0 1.0 0.0
1 0.0 0.3
2 0.0 0.7

c2

0 0.1
1 0.9

Fig. 1. EBN for the “shopping” example. The CPT for event c4 represents the prob-
ability distribution over its possible outcomes (c4 = 0 . . . 2) conditioned on its body
atom shops(mary). The CPT for the atom node spaghetti represents the deterministic
OR c3 = 1 ∨ c4 = 1 (spaghetti is selected by the third event or by the fourth).

language with an efficient inference engine, and by subsequently relying
on ProbLog’s inference.

A ProbLog program consists of a set of probabilistic facts and a set of
Prolog clauses (Fig. 2, first step). That is, it can be seen as a CP-theory in
which all events have precisely one head atom and zero or more positive
body literals, and in which the probability of an event’s head atom is
equal to 1.0 if its body is non-empty.

ProbLog can serve as a target language to which other probabilis-
tic logic modeling languages can be compiled. In particular, acyclic CP-
theories without negation can be translated into ProbLog. Fig. 2 illus-
trates how the CP-theory from the “shopping” example can be trans-
lated into ProbLog. The translation introduces probabilistic facts to en-
code which of the head atoms are chosen (their names start with “c ”).
In the example, one probabilistic fact for each event suffices. Besides the
probabilistic facts, the ProbLog program includes for each CP-event e
one clause for each head atom h of the event. This clause has h as head
and its body is a conjunction based on the probabilistic fact for e and
the body of e (in this case, the body includes either the probabilistic fact
or its negation). For events that have more than two possible outcomes,
more than one probabilistic fact is required.

ProbLog’s inference engine works as follows. Given a query, it first
computes all proofs of the query (using standard Prolog SLD resolution)
and collects the probabilistic facts used in these proofs in a DNF for-
mula. The second step of Fig. 2 shows the resulting DNF for the query



F0

c_spaghetti(mary)

c_shops(mary)

c_spaghetti(john)

c_shops(john)

0 1

c_shops(john):0.2.
c_shops(mary):0.9.
c_spaghetti(john):0.5.
c_spaghetti(mary):0.3.

shops(john):1 ← c_shops(john).
shops(mary):1 ← c_shops(mary).
spaghetti:1 ← c_spaghetti(john), shops(john).
steak:1 ← not(c_spaghetti(john)), shops(john).
spaghetti:1 ← c_spaghetti(mary), shops(mary).
fish:1 ← not(c_spaghetti(mary)), shops(mary).

(c_shops(john) ∧ c_spaghetti(john))
∨ (c_shops(mary) ∧ c_spaghetti(mary))

δ = 0.7·γ+0.3·β = 0.37

α = 0.8·0 + 0.2·1 = 0.2

β = 0.5·0 + 0.5·α = 0.1

γ = 0.1·β+0.9·1 = 0.91

probabilistic facts

Prolog clauses

Fig. 2. Steps performed to calculate the probability of the query Pr(spaghetti) for a
ProbLog program equivalent to the shopping CP-theory.

Pr(spaghetti); each disjunct corresponds to one proof of “spaghetti”.
Next, it converts this DNF formula to a binary decision diagram (BDD).

A BDD (Fig. 2, right) is a compact representation for a Boolean for-
mula (in this case, the DNF). It is a rooted directed acyclic graph, which
consists of decision nodes and two terminal nodes called 0-terminal and
1-terminal. Each decision node is labeled with an atom from the formula
and has two outgoing edges: left and right. The left subgraph represents
the case that the atom is false and the right subgraph represents the case
that it is true. A path from the root to the 1-terminal represents a value
assignment that makes the formula true, or in the case of ProbLog it
represents a proof of the program.

Relying on this BDD representation, ProbLog computes the query’s
probability in one bottom-up pass through the BDD (using dynamic pro-
gramming). To do so, it exploits the fact that the left and right subgraphs
of a node represent mutually exclusive cases: the left subgraph represents
the cases that the atom is false and the right subgraph the cases that it is
true. As a result, the probability of the query can be computed by recur-
sively using the formula Pr(ni) = (1− ci)Pr(left(ni)) + ciPr(right(ni)),
with Pr(n) the probability computed for node n, ci the probability listed
in the program for probabilistic fact i, and left(n) (right(n)) the left
(right) child of n. The resulting Pr(n) values are indicated at the top of
each node in Fig. 2. Further details can be found in [5].

3.3 cplint

Inspired by ProbLog, Riguzzi [15] proposes cplint, which is a CP-theory
inference system that makes use of BDDs in a similar way as ProbLog.



There are two differences with the transformation to ProbLog. First,
cplint uses a different encoding to represent which head atom is caused by
a CP-event. Second, cplint supports negation. When it encounters a neg-
ative body literal ¬a in a proof, it computes all proofs of a and includes
the negation of the DNF resulting from all these proofs into the original
DNF. This process is recursive and can be computationally expensive.

4 Inference with Contextual Variable Elimination

As said before, a CP-theory can be transformed to an EBN. However,
a CP-theory may contain more structural information than a BN, and
this logical structure has to be encoded numerically in the EBN’s factors.
This may result in factors with redundant information (a factor may have
many identical columns) and cause suboptimal inference. This effect can
be seen in the factor for spaghetti in Fig. 1. To address this problem, we
propose to use Contextual Variable Elimination (CVE) [9].

4.1 Contextual Variable Elimination

CVE makes use of a more specific form of conditional independence known
as contextual independence [16, 9].

Definition 1 (Contextual Independence). Assume that x, y, z and
c are sets of variables. x and y are contextually independent given z and
context c = C, with C ∈ dom(c), iff

Pr(x|y = Y1 ∧ z = Z1 ∧ c = C) = Pr(x|y = Y2 ∧ z = Z1 ∧ c = C)

for all Y1, Y2 ∈ dom(y) for all Z1 ∈ dom(z) such that Pr(y = Y1∧z =
Z1 ∧ c = C) > 0 and Pr(y = Y2 ∧ z = Z1 ∧ c = C) > 0. We also say
that x is contextually independent of y given z and context c = C.

VE represents the joint distribution as a product of factors. CVE fac-
torizes the joint distribution further by replacing each factor by a product
of contextual factors or confactors. A confactor ri consists of two parts:
a context and a table:

< v1 ∈ V1i ∧ . . . ∧ vk ∈ Vki ∧ . . . ∧ vn ∈ Vni︸ ︷︷ ︸
context

, factor i(vk, . . . , vm)︸ ︷︷ ︸
table

>

The context is a conjunction of set membership tests (vj ∈ Vji, Vji ⊆
domain(vj)), which indicates the condition under which the table is ap-
plicable. It is used to factorize factors into confactors based on Def. 1.



The table stores probabilities for given value assignments for a set of
variables (vk, . . . , vm). In the original CVE algorithm, the context was
limited to equality tests. Our implementation also allows set member-
ship tests, which are required to concisely represent CP-theories (e.g., to
represent the inequality tests in the contexts in Fig. 3, left).

The set of confactors that together represent the conditional probabil-
ity distribution (CPD) of a variable v is mutually exclusive and exhaus-
tive. This means that for each possible value assignment v = V,pa(v) =
Vp, with pa(v) the parents of v, there is precisely one confactor of which
the table includes the parameter Pr(v = V | pa(v) = Vp). These condi-
tions ensure that the product of all confactors is identical to the product
of the original factors and thereby equal to the joint distribution.

We describe the CVE algorithm at a high level (the complete algo-
rithm can be found in [9]). Similar to VE, CVE eliminates the non-query
non-evidence variables one by one from the joint distribution. To elim-
inate a variable, it relies on three basic operations: (a) multiplying two
confactors with identical contexts; (b) summing out a variable that ap-
pears in the table of a confactor; and (c) summing out a variable that
appears in the contexts. The operations have as pre-condition that no
other compatible confactor exists with a different context. Two contexts
are incompatible if there exists a variable that is assigned different values
in the contexts; otherwise they are compatible. All three operations are
only possible if (parts of) the contexts are identical. To satisfy this pre-
condition, CVE uses an operation called splitting. Given two compatible
confactors, repeated splitting can be used to create two confactors with
identical contexts, on which operations (a)-(c) can be performed. These
basic operations are repeatedly executed until all non-query non-evidence
variables are eliminated; the resulting distribution is the answer to the
query.

Confactors may represent CPDs more compactly than tables, but as
the previous discussion illustrates, this comes at the cost of more compli-
cated basic operations.

4.2 Converting a CP-Theory to a Set of Confactors

As seen in Section 3, a CP-theory can be represented as an EBN, in which
the CPDs are represented by tables. In the previous section, we saw that
confactors may lead to a more compact representation. Here, we define
the transformation that constructs such a representation. The structure
of the EBN is the same as before, but the CPDs are now sets of confactors.



< c3 != 1 " c4 = 1 ,
sp
F 0
T 1

>

< c3 != 1 " c4 != 1 ,
sp
F 1
T 0

>

shops(john)

c4c3

spaghettisteak fish

shops(mary)

c1 c2

< s(m) = T ,

c4

0 0.0
1 0.3
2 0.7

>

< s(m) = F ,

c4

0 1.0
1 0.0
2 0.0

>

< c3 = 1 ,
sp
F 0
T 1

>

c2

0 0.1
1 0.9

Fig. 3. Confactor representation for node spaghetti (left) and c4 (right)

The transformation consists of the following two steps (Fig. 3 shows the
result for the “shopping” example):

1. The CPD for a choice node is represented by multiple confactors. The
context of one confactor represents the case that the event’s body is
true. The other confactors constitute the case that the body is false,
and make the set of confactors mutually exclusive and exhaustive.
For example, the first confactor for c4 (Fig. 3, right) represents the
case that the body shops(mary) is true and the event chooses to make
one of the head atoms true (c4 = 1 for spaghetti, c4 = 2 for fish). The
other c4 confactor corresponds to the case that shops(mary) is false;
in that case no head atom is caused (c4 = 0).

2. The CPD of an atom node is factorized into multiple confactors that
together encode an OR-function (by means of the contexts). If at least
one of the events where the atom is in the head has selected the atom,
it becomes true; otherwise, it will be false.

The above transformation can be extended to improve inference effi-
ciency. For example, we represent a set of CP-events with the same atoms
in the head and mutually exclusive bodies by a single choice node. Since
such a set of CP-events represents a decision tree this can be encoded by
confactors in a compact manner (see Fig. 4). The choice node indicates
the outcome of the decision tree and every leaf of the decision tree is
converted into a confactor with as context the conjunction of conditions
on the path from the root to the leaf.

Also, a CPD is not further factorized if the resulting confactors are not
more compact (in terms of the number of parameters) than the original
table representation (e.g., in our implementation, c4’s CPD is not split
into two confactors as in Fig. 3, but kept as a single factor).
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< p1 = F ! p2 = F ,
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F 1.0
T 0.0

>

r : ! ! p1 (c1)
r : " ! ¬p1, p2 (c2)

Fig. 4. Example showing how to combine multiple CP-events (c1 and c2) with mutually
exclusive bodies into a single choice node (cn). The probability Pr(r = T ) can be
rewritten such that it depends on cn. The CPD for cn combines the distributions for
c1 and c2 in such a way that the confactors that represent this CPD have the same
structure in their contexts as the original set of CP-events has in its bodies (ᾱ = 1−α).

Once the set of confactors that represents the CP-theory is con-
structed, we use the CVE algorithm [9] to perform CP-theory inference.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup

We evaluate the inference methods on the task of inferring the marginal
distribution of one designated variable in four CP-theories of varying
complexity. We always select the variable with the highest inference
cost and do not include any evidence (i.e., we consider the most diffi-
cult case). The theories are available at http://www.cs.kuleuven.be/

~dtai/cplve/ilp09. Fig. 5 presents the results. Graphs (b) and (d) do
not include results for ProbLog because they include negation. In the
following paragraphs we discuss the used theories.

Growing head. For every atom ai, i > 0 there is a probabilistic fact that
causes the atom to become true. Besides these probabilistic facts, there
is also a CP-event for every atom ai in which ai is in the body and all aj ,
j < i are in the head. In other words, atom ai can cause all other atoms
aj for which j < i. This results in an EBN that has a large number of
Noisy-OR structures and these are heavily interconnected.



The CP-theory of size 4 is given below as an example (the size pa-
rameter indicates the number of atoms in the theory):

a0 : 1.0← a1. a1 : 0.5← .
a0 : 0.5 ∨ a1 : 0.5← a2. a2 : 0.5← .

a0 : 0.33 ∨ a1 : 0.33 ∨ a2 : 0.33← a3. a3 : 0.5← .

Growing body with negation. This CP-theory models a set of decision
trees in which the outcome of one tree is used as input by other trees.
Each decision tree is represented by a set of CP-events. The theory of size
4 is given below as an example.

a0 : 0.5← a1. a1 : 0.8← a2. a2 : 0.1← a3.
a0 : 0.7← ¬a1, a2. a1 : 0.7← ¬a2, a3.
a0 : 0.2← ¬a1,¬a2, a3. a3 : 0.3← .

a1

a0:0.5 a2

a0:0.7 a3

a0:0.2 a0:0

a2

a1:0.8 a3

a1:0.7 a1:0

The events that share the same head together form a decision tree
because their bodies are mutually exclusive. Inference methods, such as
CVE, that exploit that the bodies of such events represent a decision tree
can use this knowledge to improve inference efficiency (Section 4.2).

Blood group [2] is a Bayesian network with multi-valued variables and
models the probability that a person (p) has a specific blood type (bt)
given the chromosomes (pc and mc) that he inherited from his parents
(which are again probabilistically dependent on the blood types of their
parents). We convert this BN to a CP-theory and perform inference on the
resulting theory. We represent each multi-valued variable as a predicate
with two arguments: the first argument is an identifier that identifies the
person and the second argument is instantiated to one of the possible
values of the multi-valued variable. The variable’s CPT is encoded by
several CP-events. The head of such an event encodes the distribution
over the variable’s values given a particular value assignment, encoded in
the event’s body, for the variable’s parents in the BN.

A fragment of the theory of size 4 is given below.



pc(p, a) : 0.3 ∨ pc(p, b) : 0.3 ∨ pc(p, nil) : 0.4 ← .
mc(p, a) : 0.3 ∨mc(p, b) : 0.3 ∨mc(p, nil) : 0.4 ← .

. . .
bt(p, a) : 0.9 ∨ bt(p, b) : 0.03 ∨ bt(p, ab) : 0.03 ← pc(p, a),mc(p, a).
bt(p, a) : 0.03 ∨ bt(p, b) : 0.03 ∨ bt(p, ab) : 0.9 ← pc(p, b),mc(p, a).

. . .

UW-CSE. This data set [17] records information about the University of
Washington’s department of Computer Science and Engineering. For this
experiment, we start from a model that was learned from this data by
means of ordering search [18] and convert this model into a CP-theory.
The structure of the resulting theory is complex and contains a combi-
nation of the structures of previous examples; it includes both Noisy-OR
and decision trees. Note that this theory and also Blood Type are first or-
der theories. We use a simple grounder based on Prolog’s SLD resolution
to create the relevant grounding for the given probabilistic query.

5.2 Results

For theory (a), the BDD based inference methods (cplint and ProbLog)
are faster than CVE and VE for large problem instances. CVE and VE
are slower partly because they compute the probability that a variable is
true, but also the probability that it is false (separately). It is well known
that for Noisy-AND, which occurs in the ProbLog program that theory
(a) is transformed into (see Fig. 2), it is more efficient to only compute the
probability PT that its outcome is true and to calculate the probability
that it is false as 1− PT . This explains the advantage of the BDD based
methods on this theory: they only compute the probability that an atom
is true.

The results for theory (b) do not include measurements for ProbLog
because ProbLog’s inference engine does not support this type of CP-
theories. ProbLog only allows negation on predicates that are defined
in terms of probabilistic facts; it does not support negation on predi-
cates that are defined by non-trivial clauses. However, the latter type of
negation is required to express the decision trees that are modeled by
this CP-theory. Supporting full negation in ProbLog is ongoing work (A.
Kimmig, personal communication).

Theory (b) contains sets of CP-events that together express decision
trees. Since CVE can combine such CP-events compactly into a set of
confactors (see Fig. 4) it is more efficient than the other methods. More-
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Fig. 5. Experimental results (including example EBNs for small theories)

over, CVE and VE outperform the BDD based method cplint due to the
complexity of cplint’s method for handling negation.

Theory (c) models a Bayesian network in CP-logic. Because CVE has
more complex basic operations and tries to represent additional contex-
tual independencies it is slower than VE for large theories in this case. VE
and CVE both outperform the BDD based methods. The BDD methods’
lower performance is partly due to their inability to represent a BN that
has no extra structure beyond conditional independence in its most com-
pact form, which is with tables. Another reason is that the same atom will
be encountered multiple times in ProbLog’s proofs; if that happens then
the DNF formula will contain an identical subexpression for each occur-
rence. Computing all these subexpressions will require repeatedly proving
the same goal and may lead to a larger BDD and to slower inference. Some
of these redundant computations can be avoided by ‘tabling’ proofs [19,



20]. Preliminary experiments, however, have shown that tabling does not
always improve inference time.

Theory (d) includes a combination of the structures found in theories
(a)-(c): it contains Noisy-OR relations, decision trees, and atoms appear
repeatedly in proofs. CVE outperforms all other methods in this most
general case.

CVE outperforms VE for large problem instances on theories (a), (b),
and (d). This is due to the compact representation with confactors instead
of factors. VE runs out of memory after size 10 in (a) and size 2 in (d).

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We have proposed a new CP-theory inference method that transforms
the given CP-theory to a set of confactors and then performs inference
by running contextual variable elimination (CVE) on this representation.
CVE outperforms VE with regard to both time and memory consumption
for most large problem instances. Depending on the theory, CVE may also
be faster than current BDD based methods.

In future work, we plan to incorporate (some of) the above inference
methods into CP-theory learning algorithms. Second, we would like to in-
vestigate lifted inference for CP-theories. Known lifted-inference methods
employ VE; we will try to extend this to CVE. A third item of interest
is to investigate inference and learning methods for cyclic CP-theories.
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